
1  ANIMALITO
 The Argentine artist Graciela 

Gonçalves Da Silva operates 
out of Madrid under the name 
'Animalito'. She creates her 
own world, inhabited by lovely 
characters. 

2 PICHI & AVO
 A duo from Valencia who 

link the present to the past by 
merging classic graffiti with 
mythological characters. 

3 LEGAL WALLS
 The oldest legal walls in 

Belgium, where numerous 
artist have taken their first 
steps. 

4 SMATES
 The trademark of Bart Smeets, 

‘Smates’, consists of realistic 
drawings. He is inspired by 
the surrounding area or by the 
shape of the wall itself. He's no 
stranger to designing optical 
illusions either. Water is a 
recurring theme.

5 SNEAKY JAY
 Lives in Hasselt, plays hardcore 

and is a graffiti painting tattoo 
artist who now also sprays his 
tattoo designs onto façades. 
Nice!

6 CAZN
 Cazn, or Gunther Baeyens, is 

a jack of all trades. His styles 
include futurism, realism, and 
architectural design. He first 
ventured into graffiti art in the 
eighties. 

7 MERIJN HOS
 Merijn Hos is a multi-

disciplinary artist from 
Utrecht. His quirky, joyful style 
comes to life in his commercial 
assignments. In addition to 
illustrations, he has gained 
fame as a designer of wooden 
sculptures.

8 INTI
 Inti is one of the ambassadors 

of South American street 
art. The Chilean draws from 
his rich cultural history and 
decorates gigantic walls 
everywhere with his colourful 
art.

9 HELL’O
 Hell’O represents the Brussels 

duo Jérôme Meynen and 
Antoine Detaille. They 
merge their individual styles 
to achieve a universe of 
'monsters'. The underlying 
meaning of these creations 
translates into criticism of the 
world of adults, society and 
human nature.

 
10 ROA
 ROA is a graffiti artist from 

Ghent who keeps his identity 
a secret. He makes gigantic 

murals of animals, especially 
in black and white. He 
determines which animal 
he will depict depending 
on the location he is at. The 
decision of a borough council 
in London to paint over one 
of his works gave rise to a 
successful protest from the 
local residents. One of the 
most famous Belgian street 
artists of the moment.  

11 STEVE LOCATELLI × 
POLAK

 Steve Locatelli is a Belgian 
contemporary artist. Bright 
colours and images of skulls 
characterise his work. In 
addition to running his own 
art gallery 'Artifex' in Antwerp, 
he travels the world to decorate 
massive walls with his art.  
 
After illustrating his own 
walls, Polak decided to share 
his art with the world. The 
Genk artist with Polish roots 
is passionate about graffiti. In 
addition to the success of his 
slightly twisted realistic works, 
he's also in great demand as a 
tattoo artist.  

12 MYMO
 The patterns MYMO uses in 

her work clearly reveal that 
she draws her inspiration 
from her North African roots. 
Her style combines mythical, 
psychedelic and cosmic 
elements.

13 FELIPE PANTONE
 The Spanish-Argentinian 

artist Felipe Pantone defies 
all written and unwritten 
laws of conventional graffiti, 
typography and abstraction. 
He combines bold elements 
from the world of graphic 
design with highly advanced 
geometrical forms into ultra-
modern art. Drawing from 
our concerns about the digital 
age and the high-speed way in 
which technology is becoming 
increasingly sophisticated, 
Pantone's art looks a few 
light years ahead and lets you 
discover a new language.

14 STEP OUT OF  
THE ARENA × SOFLES

 These are the artists of Step in 
the Arena, one of the largest 
graffiti and street art festivals 
in Europe. The goal of this 
festival is to challenge young 
people and professionals to 
meet in a creative way. For 
their collaboration with Street 
Art Festival they changed their 
name to Step out of the Arena. 

 
Sofles is a legendary graffiti 
artist from Australia. He is 
always on the move, travelling 
the globe. An all-round artist 
who can handle many styles. 

15 B-ART
 Graffiti/street artist who sprays, 

sticks and paints his 'puppets' onto 
practically everything. His colour 
palette is mainly limited to black 
and white. B-Art is a member of the 
Limburg Hertkore crew.

16 JOHAN MOORMAN
 Johan Moorman, from Eindhoven, 

can be recognised by his colourful 
works and his use of lines. Retro-
futuristic designs of, among other 
things, cities and machines are 
Moorman's trademark. 

17 DZIA × SOZYONE × 
JAMES COCHRAN × 
SUPERMUNDANE

 The playful and colourful art of 
Dzia exhibits very high graphical 
standards. In addition to murals, he 
also makes stencils and sculptures. 
He primarily depicts animals that 
are designed through a complex 
play of lines. 

 
Pablo Gonzalez, aka Sozyone, 
from Brussels is inspired by the 
neighbourhood he used to live 
in. He has won his spurs on the 
graffiti scene and is one of the faces 
of the legendary Belgian hip-hop 
group De Puta Madre. Nowadays 
he alternates his street art work 
with exhibitions in renowned art 
galleries in Belgium and abroad.  
 
James Cochran was born in 
Australia, where he also developed 
his pointillist graffiti style. 
Nowadays, he lives in London. He 
became famous with the portrait 
of Usain Bolt during the 2012 
Olympics, and in 2016 with the 
portrait of David Bowie in Brixton.  
 
Over the past two decades, 
Supermundane has made a name for 
himself as an artist, graphic designer, 
typographer, and illustrator. His 
trademark? His typical use of 
colours, lines and simplicity. 

18 BUE × RESTO
 The works of Bué the Warrior can 

be recognised by their cartoon 
style. The often cute creatures and 
the cheerful colour pallet ooze an 
abundance of positive energy. Bué 
currently lives in Mexico, where he 
runs his own waffle business.  
 
Resto is not only a graffiti painter, 
he's also the owner of one of 
Belgium's most famous cocktail 
bars: ‘Jigger’s’ in Ghent. There, he 
has painted countless walls with, 
among others, Bué and ROA.

19 SMUG
 Smug is an Australian who now 

lives in Scotland. He is known for 
his hyper-realistic graffiti style 
with a twist. He sprayed, among 
other things, the NorthWestWalls 
container wall in Belgium in 
Werchter, and RondPunt 26 in 
Genk. In Hasselt, you can admire 
two beautiful works of his.

20 INSA × ZENK ONE × 
 INSA is from England, where 

he started painting at the age of 
twelve. He distinguishes himself 
by seamlessly combining reality 
and fantasy in his works. Today, he 
mainly makes moving/GIF works, 
and last year he became world 
famous when he created the greatest 
GIF street art work in the world, one 
that could even be seen from space!  
 
Zenk One, aka Robin Nas, is an 
all-round artist who has mastered 
different styles, but who is mainly 
known for his realistic style. With 
his graphics agency, he has already 
realised several assignments for 
prestigious brands. 

21 BIER EN BROOD
 Bier en Brood, which translates 

as beer and bread, is comprised 
of Koen Harmsma and Jelmer 
Noorderman They draw their 
inspiration from machines, Nature 
and architecture. Their style is 
quite sinister, even apocalyptic, and 
always in black and white. 
� Can only be seen during the 
closing hours of Pocomatto when 
the roller shutters are down.

22 ARYZ
 Large 'murals' are the speciality of 

the Spaniard Aryz. He often uses 
classic painting techniques and his 
work has impressionistic influences. 
Nowadays he is a much sought-after 
artist and travels around the world. 
In 2011, the Street Art Festival 
released a limited edition of his, 
which was sold out in record time. 

23 DANJER MOLA × SMUG ×
 JAMES COCHRAN ×  

KBTR × HERTKORE 
(UCON‚ AMATIC‚ B-ART) × 
POLAK DOES × CHAS × 
SOFLES CT × KEVIN 
REYNAERT × OX ALIEN × 
B-ART × DINDIN × 
SOLCREW (ZIME‚ SEKTIE‚ 
LATE‚ EROSIE)

24 HNRX

25 MR JUNE
 Mr June was infected by the 

graffiti bug in 1985. His artistic 
style developed over the years. He 
toys with dimensions, colours and 
gradations to create optical illusions.  

26 SOTEN × MISTER  
HOACS × NASH × FLEKS × 
MARIE × SNEAKY JAY × 
DASE × MACS × SWET × 
CHAS × ROICE 183 ×  
GAMO × HNRX × RESER × 
DASHE × WOODLAND 

27 EELCO ‘VIRUS’  
VAN DEN BERG

 Eelco 'VIRUS' van den Berg 
is a Dutch illustrator, painter 
and graffiti artist. His work is 
characterised by strong colour and 
lines, combined with decorative 
elements.  

28 PHILIP BOSMANS × UCON 
× STRICT × JAN ROSIUS 
Philip Bosmans (AMATIC) is 
one of the three founders of 
the Hertkore collective. Philip's 
characters are recognisable and 
pronounced, with a keen attention 
to detail. Nowadays, he broadens 
his canvas to include watercolour 
drawings and 3D illustrations.  
 
Ben Peeters (UCON) is also a 
member of Hertkore. His organic 
design language and powerful 
colours are instantly appealing, and 
his characters are also brought to 
life in wood sculptures. Thus, he 
adds an additional dimension to 
his work. 
 
Strict earned his stripes at the 
graffiti collective Jungle Tactics. He 
mainly creates characters, but he 
also knows how to handle a funky 
font.  
 
Jan Rosius is also known as mc 
DOC of the hip-hop collective 
Enter the Gates. His mash ups are 
often funny and socially critical.

29 STEVE LOCATELLI × 
FARM PROD × DZIA

 'FARM PROD' is an art collective 
from Brussels that brings together 
different styles and influences and is 
constantly looking for innovation in 
their work. 
 
Steve Locatelli: see 11 
Dzia: see 17

30 JABA
 Jaba aka one of the 'godfathers' of 

graffiti, from Belgium with Chilean 
roots. He worked for Dreamworks 
for a while, where he created the 
design for major blockbusters. In 
2016 he released a graphic novel 
together with Sozyone.

31 B-ART × DERM 
B-ART: see 15 
Derm: see 20

32 INSANE 51
 Greek super talent who mixes 

optical illusions with realistic 
graffiti, blowing a wind of change 
through the world of street art.

33 SUPER A × ZENK ONE
 Stefan Thelen, better known as 

Super A, is one of the most famous 
street artists of the Netherlands. 
He depicts surrealistic scenes 
in a realistic way. He criticises 
the political world through 
metaphors and fantasy characters. 
'Chameleon', his latest work in 
Hasselt, was massively shared 
online, which shows how greatly his 
work is appreciated. 
 
Zenk One: see 20

34 BELIN
 Belin is an urban artist from Spain 

with a surrealistic style. His works 
can be admired all over the world. 

Although his works always used 
to be very realistic, nowadays he 
tends to implement more and 
more influences from cubism. In 
2015, he made some works in the 
Netherlands for the Year of van 
Gogh.

35 ADNATE × SOFLES
 Adnate is strongly influenced by 

painters from the Renaissance. 
Today, his realistic style not only 
can be found in the form of graffiti, 
but also within the field of fine 
arts. His latest exhibitions have all 
sold out, and his often political, 
awareness-raising work has even 
led him to the Dalai Lama.  
 
Sofles: see 14

36 PHILIP BOSMANS
 Philip Bosmans: see 28

37 OLI-B 
OLI-B The work of the Brussels 
painter, illustrator and street artist 
Oli-B always stands out because of 
the gentle curves, abstract forms, 
empathic but well-balanced colours, 
and a composition that combines 
all elements into a fluent whole

38 DZIA 
Dzia: see 17
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 STREET ART ELECTRICITY 
CABINETS

 1  Gijs Vanhee’s creatures symbolise the lack 
of occupancy, the transience and the identity 
of a city. Just like the theme he addresses, his 
works are also of a temporary nature.

 2  The Limburg artist Pointdextr is insired 
by comics, heavy metal and hip hop. He 
was a member of the Zetka collective. His 
individual work is highly appreciated for his 
pronounced form and use of colour. Today, 
he is one of the people behind Toykyo and a 
regular designer for 'Top Notch', the biggest 
hip-hop label in the Benelux region.

 3  Smates’ trademark is his realistic style. He 
derives his inspiration from the environment, 
wherever he is.

 4 Antwerp-born Olivier Vrancken studied 
Graphic Design and Illustration. In the past, 
he has worked on commercial assignments, 
as a freelancer, but nowadays he prefers to 
immerse himself in his own autonomous art. 

 PUSH 
 Skate shop PUSH is a store in the inner 

city where you can find spray paint cans in 
addition to clothing. 

 SKATE PARK KAPERMOLEN 
 Skate Park Kapermolen, that’s 60 by 50 

metres of skating fun! A challenging bowl in 
the centre, a slightly easier roll-in on the side. 
And check out the eight outdoor zones of the 
park: every street spot offers a new challenge.

 MUZIEKODROOM (MOD) / 
 FORTY FIVE 
 Muziekodroom is the number one place 

for music education and a wide range of 
concerts. Concerts by young and innovative 
bands are central the whole year round, 
including during the annual Playfestival.

 Forty Five is the hottest club for fanatics of 
electronic underground music. 

 DORPSSTRAAT 
 Dorpsstraat is the absolute alternative 

street in Hasselt. Packed with a chill coffee 
bar, vintage clothing, a cocktail bar with 
experimental flavours, an art gallery for 
young talents and great trinkets that are ‘out 
of the ordinary’.

 HOSTEL H 
 Hostel H specialises in hosting young people, 

budget tourists, schools and youth groups.
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